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Introduction
As one may know, the word “child abuse” still exists everywhere nowadays. Negative outcomes of child abuse affect children in both physically and mentally. These outcomes get away children’s happiness and prevent them from having fun and enjoy their childhood time. To prevent these possible negative outcomes happened, our group tried to learn, get to know more information of ending child abuse, and found some of the effective ways to prevent this issue to happen in the future. Our goal is to prevent child abuse and bring the happiness to all children in both our society and the world.

Abstract of Social Change Event
We plan to host a Leadership Initiative Event to promote awareness about how child abuse still exists in Sacramento through educating them with a guest speaker from the Sacramento Children’s Home. Our type of project is for educational purposes in bringing awareness regarding the effects of child abuse in the Sacramento area. The actions that we’ve taken in preparing for our event was contacting the SOALS office to add this to the Orgsync calendar as well as asking John Glass, the Training and Activities Manager of the Sacramento Children’s home to be our guest speaker for our event. We hope that through the event that when someone sees a child being abused they know what actions to take in help those who received maltreatment.

Materials
• online databases
• Librarians Debbie Metzger and Bill Kristle
• Professor Jessica Martinez from the child development department
• John Glass from the Sacramento Children’s Home

Data regarding Child Abuse

Conclusions and References
In conclusion, to our project on ending child abuse we researched and focused on how children would get abused. For example, many children would get sexually, physically, and verbally abused by either their parents or friend or even strangers. In most case it was someone the children knew that would abuse them. We also focused our research primarily in the Sacramento region of how many children get abused. Then to our work all together we found through research different types of children prevention homes and treatment/therapies that the abused victim can go through. Not only are their treatments for children who have been abused, but also adults to learn more about preventing abuse.
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Contact Information
For more information, feel free to look at our website:
- endingchildabuse14.weebly.com

Feel Free to download our poster at our website under the project concepts page.
Feel free to emails us at:
- endingchildabuse14@gmail.com